Figure 5-17. ATB Refined Alternative 4
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Alternative 4
Alternative 4 is depicted in Figure 5-617. This alternative is a variation of Alternative 1 involving relocation
of PBS. Key components include:





PBS located on level 2, preserving the administration offices on level 1
Building expansion toward the apron on the northern end of the building, no deeper than the
pedestal of existing boarding bridge 6, to allow for bridging across the baggage claim to the north
Four co-located sloped-plate baggage claim devices with the ability to operate between two and
four as domestic, depending on demand levels
Two sterile corridors, which allow for the simultaneously enplaning and deplaning of four
international flights as well as the ability to swing between domestic and international operations

As with Alternative 1, this alternative supports future growth by providing northward expansion
opportunities that do not conflict with existing functional areas. PBS growth, however, is limited in this
alternative. Airside impacts would be minimal as only parking position 7 would require relocation away
from the building. Passenger flows are less desirable because all passengers enter the secure holdroom
area from the southernmost point in the building. In addition, PBS on level 2 reduces the holdroom
available for Gates 1, 2, and 3.
Evaluation
A summary of the air terminal building long-term alternatives evaluation is provided in the Figure 5-618.
The criteria used to evaluate the preliminary terminal alternatives was refined and reduced to seven
evaluation criteria. These criteria were scored against all four alternatives, with green representing a
better score and red representing a worse score. Alternative 2 scored lowest due to the constraints on
passenger flow and operations imposed by not widening the building. Alternative 3 was not preferred as
the impact of this alternative to the landside functions was deemed more detrimental than the impact to
the airside. Alternative 1 was ultimately preferred over Alternative 4 because of the holdroom and future
expansion limitations of locating PBS on level 2. Phasing Alternative 1 would allow for a final decision to
be made on the location of PBS depending on demand levels and other developments present at that
future time.
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Figure 5-18. Long-Term Alternatives Evaluation

RECOMMENDED PHASING PLAN
The recommended ATB phasing plan is divided into three phases. Each phase is divided into a number of
work sequences in order to provide a rough sense of how to proceed through each phase. Phase 1
provides a stopping point during development and is intended to serve the near-term, but Phases 2 and
3 must be completed together.
Phase 1, shown in in Figure 5-619, serves primarily to relocate PBS and expand the existing holdroom. To
meet these goals, the landside concessions on the south side of the building must be removed before PBS
can be relocated. Once PBS is relocated, new landside and secure food and beverage outlets can be
constructed. In the holdroom, the sterile corridor is removed and additional area is provided on the roof
of level 1 between Gates 4 and 6. No changes are made to the main level during this initial phase.
Phase 2, shown in in Figure 5-620, provides steps to relocate PBS to the main level and reconfigure the
second level for expanded holdroom and concessions. The enabling project for PBS relocation is
construction of new administration offices immediately to the south of the terminal building. Work also
begins on the building bump out between Gates 6 and 7 to allow for additional holdroom and baggage
claim. A new inbound baggage room and tunnels are constructed and the first two sloped-plate baggage
claim belts are installed. The building bump out also allows for construction of a new CBSA secondary
screening area.
Phase 3, shown in in Figure 5-621, expands the terminal building to the north to accommodate new
holdroom, boarding bridges, and CBSA primary inspection. Relocation of CBSA primary and secondary
inspection allows for installation of the remaining baggage claim devices. The final step relocates rental
cars to the baggage claim and converts the original space into a food and beverage outlet.
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Figure 5-19. ATB Phase 1
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Figure 5-20. ATB Phase 2
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Figure 5-21. ATB Phase 3
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Chapter 6 GROUNDSIDE ACCESS
This section describes the facility requirements calculated for the groundside components of the Airport
and the development alternatives to address potential deficiencies. The groundside components consist
of public parking, employee parking, the terminal curbside, airport roadways, and the rental car facilities.

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
The groundside facility requirements are divided into the various groundside components.

Public Parking
2015 data was available to determine the design-demand. In 2015, the average daily occupancy was
highest in February, with 1,187 occupied stalls. The average daily peak occupancy is assumed to be 10%
higher than average daily occupancy, resulting in an average peak occupancy during the peak month to
be 1,310 vehicles. A 5% circulation factor was added to account for drivers’ difficulty finding the last stalls
in a large parking facility. The resulting design-demand for 2015 is 1,380 stalls.
In the past, parking demand has generally increased in direct proportion to the growth in passenger
activity. However, recently at other airports parking has grown at a reduced rate, due to the increased
customer-use of Transportation Network Companies (TNCs – e.g., Uber and Lyft). It is anticipated that
TNCs will be allowed to operate in Regina and that future growth rates in parking demand will be 75% of
the growth in passenger traffic from 2017 to 2022. After 2022, it is assumed that TNCs will likely approach
their full market share and that parking will thereafter grow at 95% of the growth in passenger traffic.
The future public parking program for the conservative, realistic, and optimistic forecasts are shown in
Figure 6-1. The realistic requirements increase from 1,350 spaces in 2017 to 2,370 spaces in 2037.
Figure 6-1. Public Parking Program

Short-Term public parking had a peak-occupancy of 80 vehicles in 2015, which was assumed to decrease
to 70 vehicles in 2016 based on anecdotal information. The Short-Term Public Parking demand is assumed
to grow in direct proportion to the peak-hour passenger forecast. The Short-Term Parking program is
shown in Figure 6-2. It increases to 130 stalls in 2027 and 170 stalls by 2037.
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Figure 6-2. Short-Term Public Parking Program

Employee Parking
Occupancy data was not available for the employee parking lot. It is assumed that the lot is 80% occupied
on a typical busy day, based on anecdotal information provided by RAA staff. The employee parking
demand is assumed to increase in proportion to a mix of the annual passenger forecast and the annual
movements forecast. The employee parking program is shown in Figure 6-3. The employee parking
demand is expected to increase to 250 vehicles in 2027 and 320 vehicles in 2037.
Figure 6-3. Employee Parking Program

Terminal Curbside
Vehicular traffic volumes for the airport roadways and terminal curbside are not available. The curbside
traffic volumes were calculated by using the current peak-hour passengers (416) and assuming that 52%
of passengers use private vehicles to arrive at the Airport (216 passengers), in accordance with the 2017
passenger profile report. Assuming 1.7 passengers per vehicle (a typical average) results in 127 Airport
vehicle-trips during the peak hour. In accordance with the parking assumptions, 70 vehicles use the ShortTerm Parking Lot and 30 vehicles enter or exit the long-term parking facilities during the peak hour, which
results in 27 vehicles using the curbside.
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An average dwell time of 6 minutes was assumed for private vehicles, which is the same as was observed
at Ottawa MacDonald-Cartier Airport prior to enforcement of active loading/unloading-only. The curbside
program in shown in Figure 6-4. The curbside requirement is currently 50 metres compared to the existing
36 metres. The requirement increases to 110 metres in 2027 and 140 metres in 2037.
Figure 6-4. Terminal Curbside Program

Airport Roadways
The Airport roadways are not expected to have any capacity constraints during the planning period.
However, there are several roadway segments that have poor geometry that creates difficult traffic flows
or exhibit poor resiliency. Four deficient areas have been identified as-follows and which are shown in
Figure 6-5.


Rental car access – due to the location of the rental car ready/return lot, exiting customers depart
the Airport via the terminal curbsides, which increases terminal curbside traffic. Similarly, in order
for rental car employees to move returned/dirty vehicles to the Quick-Turn Around (QTA) facility
for washing and fueling, they also must drive through the terminal curbsides, often above the
speed limit.
 Intersection of Regina Ave. and Airport Rd. – the frontage road that provides access to the
employee lot, maintenance garage, and taxi queue intersects with Airport Rd. in close proximity
to the intersection with Regina Ave. These closely-spaced intersections result in frequent unsafe
traffic movements.
 Airport entrance on Regina Ave. – the primary entrance to the Airport consists of one
lane in both directions. If an accident were to occur on this road, access to the Airport
would be blocked until the accident is cleared, causing passengers to miss flights. This is
an example of poor resiliency. This roadway width is constrained by the bridge structure
over the creek east of Airport property.
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Lewvan Drive Intersection – the intersection geometry of Lewvan Drive and Regina Ave. does not
match the Regina Ave. geometry accessing the Airport (e.g., two left turn lanes from Lewvan Drive
merge into a single lane on Regina Ave.). Additionally, there is pedestrian access on Airport
property and along Regina Ave. east of Lewvan Drive. However, there is not pedestrian access
between the Airport property boundary and Regina Ave. east of Lewvan Drive.
Figure 6-5. Airport Roadway Safety and Resiliency Issues

Rental Car Facilities
The rental car facilities are split into three general areas: customer service counters, ready/return parking
lot, and the Quick-Turn Around (QTA).


Customer Service Counters – the requirements for the rental car customer service counters are
shown in Figure 6-6. The area in the ATB allocated to these counters is currently adequate. The
2037 requirement exceeds the current allocation by 30 square metres. While the slight deficiency
may not warrant expansion, ideally the customer service counters would be located in the
baggage claim hall, rather than the check-in hall.
Figure 6-6. Rental Car Customer Service Counter Requirements
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Ready/Return Parking Lot – the requirements for the rental car ready/return parking lot are
shown in Figure 6-7. There are sufficient spaces to accommodate current rental car ready/return
needs. The rental car industry is expected to require an additional 20 parking spaces by 2027 and
an additional 90 parking spaces by 2037.
Figure 6-7. Rental Car Ready/Return Parking Space Requirements



QTA – the current QTA is relatively new and is expected to meet the requirements through at
least 2027, as shown in Figure 6-8. A small expansion to the QTA may be required to meet vehicle
storage demands by 2037.
Figure 6-8. Rental Car QTA Area Requirements

ALTERNATIVES
In order to accommodate the deficiencies identified in the requirements analysis, a series of alternatives
were developed and evaluated. These alternatives include expansion and/or construction that occurs in
two phases, with Phase 1 addressing the 2027 requirements and Phase 2 addressing the 2037
requirements. These alternatives have been divided into four families. Each of the alternatives includes
widening the entry and exit road to two lanes in both directions.

Alternative 1 – Expand Existing Facilities
Alternative 1 is depicted in Figure 6-9. This alternative primarily consists of maintaining the existing
facilities and expanding the parking lots as-necessary. Key components include:





Constructing a new rental car Ready/Return Lot north of the ATB.
Converting the existing rental car Ready/Return Lot to Short-Term Parking.
Converting the Short-Term Parking Lot to a Curbside facility.
Expanding Economy parking in two phases.
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Expanding the existing Employee Lot as-necessary.

This alternative is low-cost and would be relatively simple to implement. However, this alternative would
reduce customer level-of-service for the short-term parkers and the increased parking capacity is
accommodated in the Economy Lot, which provides low customer service, low-revenue per space, and
high-operational costs (i.e., bussing).

Figure 6-9. Groundside Alternative 1 - Expand Existing Facilities

Alternative 2 – Parking Garage
Two parking garage alternatives were developed and evaluated. Alternative 2A is depicted in Figure 6-10
and Alternative 2B is depicted in Figure 6-11. The key element of both alternatives is to construct a parking
garage in the Long-Term Lot across from the terminal. The difference between the two alternatives is
that 2A maintains the existing terminal roadway loop and 2B expands the terminal roadway loop.
An evaluation of these alternatives weighs cost against improved customer service and revenue potential.
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For alternative 2A, the primary components include:



Constructing a parking garage in two phases, that accommodates both rental car ready/return
and Short-Term Parking on Level 1 and Public Parking on Levels 2 and 3.
Converting the Short-Term Parking lot to curbsides.

For Alternative 2B, the primary components include:



Expanding the roadway loop to the north and expanding the curbside, Short-Term Parking, and
Long-Term Parking areas in accordance with the expanded loop.
Construct a 3-level parking garage in Phase 2 that exclusively accommodates public parking.

Alternative 2A places the garage in the preferred location, immediately across from the baggage claim
and ticketing halls. Alternative 2A also has lower costs, due to not including any relocation of roadways.
Alternative 2B includes flexibility regarding the timeframe of when the garage is constructed, as it is not
required until Phase 2. Alternative 2B does not meet the requirements for curbsides and Short-Term
Parking.
Figure 6-10. Groundside Alternative 2A - Phased Parking Garage
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Figure 6-11. Groundside Alternative 2B - Phase 2 Garage

Alternative 3 – Expand Roadway Loop
Alternative 3 is depicted in Figure 6-12. This alternative primarily consists of maintaining the existing
Regina Ave. entry/exit point but expanding the roadway loop. This facilitates expansion of the Long-Term
Parking facility. Key components include:







Expanding the Terminal Area roadway loop to the north, which facilitates an extension to the
curbside and to Short-Term Parking.
Developing a new rental car Ready/Return lot parallel to the existing Short-Term Parking Lot.
Expanding Long-Term parking by: (a) converting the remaining area from the existing rental car
Ready/Return Lot to Long-Term Parking in Phase 1, (b) further expanding the lot in Phase 1, and
(c) converting the existing Employee Lot to Public Parking in Phase 2.
Constructing a new Employee Lot in Phase 2.
Expanding the existing Economy Lot as-necessary.

This alternative resolves the terminal-area roadway issues and allows for expansion of the Long-Term lot,
without the costs associated with a parking garage. It also improves customer service for rental cars.
Alternative 3 does not fully meet the curbside requirements.
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Figure 6-12. Groundside Alternative 3 - Terminal Loop Expansion

Alternative 4 – New Loop Road
Two alternatives that provide a new Loop Road via the SPMC Hangar site were developed and evaluated.
Alternative 4A is depicted in Figure 6-13 and Alternative 4B is depicted in Figure 6-14. The key element
of both alternatives is to demolish the SPMC Hangar and route a new access roadway through the hangar
site. Buffalo Trail is also extended through the SPMC Hangar site, providing access to a new Employee
Lot, employee access to the rental car lot, and access to the taxi queue. Buffalo Trail is a two-way road to
the rental car Ready/Return Lot. Both alternatives show identical roadway alignments to the north of
Long-Term Parking. Both alternatives also improve access to the south support facilities and the ATB
service dock.
The difference between the two alternatives is that 4A includes extending Sandra Schmirler Way to the
south and west, along the north and west sides of the Economy Parking Lot, so that it provides access to
the facilities along Tutor Drive. Alternative 4B converts the intersection of Regina Ave. and Sandra
Schmirler Way into a roundabout, with Sandra Schmirler Way extending directly south, past the Economy
Lot, and turning west to provide access to the south support facilities.
In both alternatives, the terminal roadway loop is separated from non-Terminal traffic. This improves
wayfinding for customers. Also, rental car employee traffic is moved to Buffalo Trail, which allows for
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direct movement of vehicles between the Ready/Return Lot and the QTA, which decreases traffic in the
terminal area.
Alternative 4A is lower cost, while Alternative 4B creates a large loop area ideal for commercial
development. Alternative 4B is further complicated because it requires that the outbound road is twoways, providing access to the South support sites and Economy Parking without the employees driving
through the ATB area.
Figure 6-13. Groundside Alternative 4A – New Roadway Loop Through SPMC Hangar Site
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Figure 6-14. Groundside Alternative 4B - New Roadway Loop Through SPMC Hangar Site and Modified Access to
Southern Support Area

Evaluation
A summary of the groundside alternatives evaluation is provided in the Table 6-1. Seven evaluation
criteria were scored for each alternative, with red representing a poor score and green representing a
positive score. Alternative 2 – Parking Garage, was deemed financially infeasible and the roadway
alignment in Alternative 3 was not preferred. It was recommended that a phased approach would allow
for flexibility. A variation of Alternative 1, phasing in a variation of Alternative 4A, and eventually phasing
into a variation of Alternative 4B were recommended.
Table 6-1. Evaluation of Groundside Alternatives
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Chapter 7 – SUPPORT FACILITIES
The two key support facilities requiring consideration for the Master Plan are the Airport Traffic Control
Tower (ATCT) and the Maintenance and Support facilities.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER (ATCT)
The ATCT at the Airport is the oldest operational tower in Canada. As such, the facility does not comply
with several standards leading to NavCanada emphasizing the need for a new tower. The Flight Service
Station (FSS) facility is also old and in need of replacement. Ideally, the FSS and ATCT would be co-located.
The Air Traffic Control Tower is a project that would be undertaken and funded by Nav Canada.
Nevertheless, the RAA should preserve the requisite land for the new tower. As part of the Master Plan,
five sites for a new NavCanada facility were evaluated in consultation with Nav Canada personnel. The
five sites are identified in Figure 7-1 and are described as-follows:






Site A – Current Site. Update the existing ATCT.
Site B – Expanded ATB. A new ATCT on top of a northward expansion of the ATB.
Site C – Taxiway C. A new stand-alone ATCT on a site near Apron Position 14 and Taxiway C, but
which would allow for an eventual terminal/concourse extension.
Site D – Midfield. A new stand-alone ATCT on a site in the midfield.
Site E – South Field. A new stand-alone ATCT on a site south of Runway 08-26.
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Figure 7-1. Potential ATCT Locations

A summary of the evaluation of the five potential ATCT sites is provided in Table 7-1. Six evaluation criteria
were identified and evaluated on a five-scale basis, with green meeting the criteria and red not meeting
the criteria.









Alternative A is considered infeasible both financially and functionally.
Alternative B has improved site-lines and provides excellent convenience for employees with the
ATB amenities. However, if the ATB expansion were to have an integrated ATCT, it would require
careful coordination with NavCanada and a cost-sharing agreement. Additionally, given the
relatively-small proposed ATB expansion, co-location of the FSS is likely not possible.
Alternative C has the best site-lines. It also allows NavCanada to develop the site in full
compliance with their standards and expectations, without a cost-sharing agreement with RAA.
Costs to the RAA would be limited to the extension of utilities and roads from the terminal-area.
Alternative D has good site-lines and it would allow NavCanada to develop the site in accordance
with their standards. However, Site D is within the protected Ramp Radar perimeter, which would
require a waiver for facility construction.
Alternative E has poor site-lines and would require extensive site work to extend utilities.
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As a result of this evaluation, Site C is the preferred site. Given that the new ATCT project will be
undertaken and funded by Nav Canada, the precise timing will be determined after further consultation
with Nav Canada occurs.
Table 7-1. Evaluation of ATCT Sites

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT FACILITIES
Maintenance and support has five elements: the Firehall, ATB and Building Maintenance, Snow Removal
Equipment, Airfield Maintenance and Wildlife Management, and Grounds keeping. The personnel for
each of these functions, except the Firehall, currently report to the Maintenance Garage. However,
several building maintenance workshops are currently located in the ATB. Most ATB and Building
Maintenance personnel spend the majority of their time in the ATB facilities after reporting to the
Maintenance Garage. The existing Firehall and Maintenance Garage were both recently renovated to
extend the life of the facilities.
Several Canadian Airports have recently constructed Combined Services Buildings (CSB), in which each of
the five maintenance/support operations are housed in a single consolidated building. The extensive
building spans required and unique utilities requirements for several of these operations, can make a CSB
an efficient facility compared to having separate facilities.
However, each of the five
maintenance/support operations have different location needs, which may not make a CSB practical.
As part of the Master Plan, five potential maintenance facility sites were evaluated. The sites are
identified in Figure 7-2 and are described as-follows:


Site A – Current Site. Update the existing facilities or build new on-site.
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Site B – Taxiway C South. Construct a new site, whether it be a CSB or a new maintenance garage,
south of Taxiway C, and between Apron Position 14 and Apron 4.
Site C – Near Apron 2. Construct a new site, whether it be a CSB or a new maintenance garage,
near Apron 2, the fuel farm, and MTF-G.
Site D – Taxiway C North. Construct a new site, whether it be a CSB or a new maintenance garage,
north of Taxiway C, and between the proposed CDF site and Apron 5.
Site E – Midfield. Construct a new CDF on a site in the midfield.
Figure 7-2. Potential Maintenance Facility Site Locations

A summary of the evaluation of the five potential maintenance facility sites is provided in Table 7-2. Five
evaluation criteria were identified and evaluated on a five-scale basis, with green meeting the criteria and
red not meeting the criteria.






Alternative A precludes the preferred Ground Alternative 4 for the roadways, resulting in a low
rating for “opportunity cost”.
Alternative B provides ample space for co-location, provides relatively convenient access to the
ATB, and would be relatively easy to implement due to proximity to roadways and utilities. It
would consume valuable terminal-area real estate.
Alternative C is located reasonably close to the ATB and is centrally located, but it is in a congested
area and it may not accommodate a CSB.
Alternative D is located relatively further away from the ATB and terminal area. However, the
area is conducive to the facility and the site provides ample space for a CSB.
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Alternative E is remotely located for Building Maintenance and Grounds Keeping personnel. This
site is also within the protected Ramp Radar perimeter, requiring a waiver for development.

As a result of this evaluation, Site B is the preferred alternative. The development of a CSB is also
recommended due to the condition of both the Maintenance Garage and Firehall. It is also recommended
that Site D be preserved as an alternative CSB site, in case a higher and better use for Site B is identified
in the next 10 years.
Table 7-2. Evaluation of Maintenance and Support Sites
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Chapter 8 – COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
In an effort to increase non-aeronautical revenues, the Airport would like to improve opportunities for
commercial development on Airport property. The Master Plan focused on three elements: a hotel site,
a gas station site, and inclusion of a recent commercial development feasibility and market study.

HOTEL
Recent studies have indicated that there is a market for at least one on-Airport hotel. Six potential hotel
sites were identified and evaluated. These sites are shown in Figure 8-1 and are as-follows:







Site A – Atop ATB Expansion. Constructed in conjunction with and on top of the ATB expansion.
Site B – Adjacent to ATB Expansion. A stand-alone hotel constructed adjacent to the ATB.
Site C – Long-Term Parking. Constructed in the existing Long-Term Parking Lot, likely on the
South side.
Site D – Overflow Parking. Constructed on the site of the Overflow Parking Lot.
Site E – In Expanded Loop. In the expanded roadway loop that is proposed in Groundside
Alternative 4 that is east of the Long-Term Parking Lot.
Site F – Along Access Road. Adjacent to the Airport access road.
Figure 8-1. Potential Hotel Sites
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A summary of the evaluation of the potential hotel sites is provided in Table 8-1. Three evaluation criteria
were identified and evaluated on a five-scale basis, with green meeting the criteria and red not meeting
the criteria.







Alternative A is viewed as an ideal location, but the likely ATB expansion footprint is smaller than
is necessary for a hotel.
Alternative B would block any future ATB expansion to the north.
Alternative C would provide excellent customer service (short walk across the parking lot), but it
would require replacement of public parking at a further location.
Alternative D is heavily constrained and in a somewhat industrial part of the Airport.
Alternative E provides an opportunity for an architectural gateway to the Airport; however, it does
require longer walking distances and may require a shuttle.
Alternative F would require a shuttle, but has little impact on development plans and does not
have site constraints.

In conjunction with the preference of Groundside Alternative 4, Hotel Alternative Site E is the preferred
hotel site. It is also recommended that Airport personnel be prepared to offer Site C as an alternative site
to any hotel concessionaire, in the case that the concessionaire is not comfortable with the relatively long
walking distance to Site E. Site F should also be preserved for a hotel site for an eventual second onAirport hotel.
Table 8-1. Evaluation of Potential Hotel Sites
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GAS STATION AND CONVENIENCE STORE
There are many success stories for on-Airport gas stations/convenience stores. Given that there is not a
gas station in immediate proximity to the Lewvan Drive intersection, it is recommended that RAA develop
a site for a gas station. The convenience store will also be most successful if the Cell Lot and any
commercial vehicle hold lots are located adjacent to the convenience store. Five potential hotel sites
were identified and evaluated. These sites are shown in Figure 8-2 and are as-follows:






Site A – East of Cell Lot. North of Regina Avenue, between Cell Lot and Sandra Schmirler Way.
Site B – West of Cell Lot. North of Regina Avenue, between the Cell Lot and Airport Road.
Site C – Inside Loop. Inside the ATB roadway loop, with direct access (from the left lanes) from
both the inbound and outbound roads.
Site D – Economy Lot. Located on the northwest corner of the Economy Parking Lot, on the corner
of Regina Avenue and Tutor Drive.
Site E – Adjacent to Rental Cars. Located along the inbound roadway.
Figure 8-2. Potential Sites for a Gas Station and Convenience Store

A summary of the evaluation of the potential gas station/convenience store sites is provided in Table 8-2.
Four evaluation criteria were identified and evaluated on a five-scale basis, with green meeting the criteria
and red not meeting the criteria. Typically, the main users of an on-Airport gas station are (1) rental car
customers returning their vehicles, followed by (2) arriving passengers leaving the Airport and heading to
their home, and (3) employees. The ideal location would provide convenient access to all three groups.
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Alternative A provides excellent access to inbound vehicles, but outbound vehicles would have to
turn left across inbound traffic. This location provides ample area for development.
Alternative B conflicts with the preferred Groundside Alternative 4 roadway.
Alternative C provides good access to both inbound and outbound vehicles (albeit via left-side
driveways). This site would serve as the gateway to the Airport, requiring aesthetic quality.
Alternative D is inconvenient for inbound traffic, reduces parking capacity, and development
would be limited by future development.
Alternative E does not provide sufficient area for development or, with the expanded roadway
loop in Groundside Alternative 4, this area is needed for Long-Term Parking. It also provides poor
access to outbound traffic.

Alternatives A and C are recognized as the preferred sites for a gas station and convenience store.
Table 8-2. Evaluation of Potential Gas Station / Convenience Store Sites

FEASIBILITY AND MARKET STUDY
In late-2018, the RAA completed a Real Estate and Economic Development Strategy. The Master Plan is
in alignment with this study. Figure 8-3 shows the type of development recommended by the study.
Figure 8-4 shows the time-frame in which the development is recommended to occur.
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Figure 8-3. Recommended Development Zones for Airport Property

Source: Real Estate & Economic Development
Strategy, MXD Development Strategists, March 2018

Figure 8-4. Recommended Timeframe for Airport Land Development

Source: Real Estate & Economic Development
Strategy, MXD Development Strategists, March 2018
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Chapter 9 - ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
This chapter consists of three components: (a) the Noise Exposure Forecast, (b) the known
environmental issues at the Airport, and (c) a review of the environmental policies and procedures at
the Airport

NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST (NEF)
The Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) system is the officially recognized metric used in Canada for assessing
perceived noise levels at airports. It was designed to encourage compatible land uses in the vicinity of
airports, and to predict human annoyance to airport operations within noise zones.
The NEF calculates the sound generated by individual aircraft type and mix expected to operate at the
Airport and adjusts for the number of forecast operations. The NEF also takes into account runway usage
and configuration (i.e. orientation) as well as flights times. Due to the higher social impacts of nighttime
noise, aircraft movements at night have 16.7 times the impact of daytime movements.

Noise Contours
The Transport Canada NEFCalc v2.0.6 model was used to calculate NEF levels and generate noise contours
that delineate perceived noise levels around the Airport. These contours designate areas of equal noise
exposure and thereby provide information to assist in planning for compatible land uses. The computergenerated result is a compendium of factors, so it cannot be directly related to measured noise.
Generally, several contours are generated to delineate areas of individual noise ranges (greater than NEF
40, NEF 35-40, NEF 30-35, NEF 25-30). At extended distances from aircraft flight paths, ambient noise
levels typically dominate.

Noise and Land Use
Noise contours, in conjunction with a set of guidelines, are to be used to encourage compatible land use
in the vicinity of the Airport. The Design Regina, Official Community Plan (OCP) Schedule “A” to Bylaw No.
2013-48 (last amended December 14, 2016) has several goals within Section D9 Health and Safety
regarding Special Policy Areas related to aircraft noise from Regina International Airport. Specifically, they
are as-follows:
11.14.1 Apply noise attenuation standards to new residential development in the area between
25 and 30 NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST in accordance with the Zoning Bylaw;
11.14.2 Prohibit residential land use within the 30 NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST contour;
In addition to the overarching goals noted above, Part B B.14 of the Regina OCP for the Westerra
Neighbourhood Plan has several policies regarding aircraft noise at Regina International Airport:
2.3.2 (b) Residential development shall not be permitted on those lands contained within the
Noise Exposure Forecast contour of 30 or greater as outlined on Figure 8: NEF Contours and Height
Limitations.
2.3.2 (c) Residential building construction within the 25-30 NEF contours must comply with all
applicable Federal and Provincial regulations regarding noise attenuation.
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2.3.2 (f) Permanent or temporary development of lands in Westerra should consider all applicable
provisions of Land Use in the Vicinity of Airport Guidelines as published by Transport Canada.
The Transport Canada guidelines, Land Use in the Vicinity of Airports (TP 1247E Aviation, 2013/2014),
provide community response predictions by noise contour ranges, which are summarized in Table 9-1.
Transport Canada recommends that no new noise sensitive land uses be permitted above NEF 25.
Table 9-1. Transport Canada's Community Response Predictions

Response Prediction25

NEF Level
Over NEF 40

Repeated and vigorous individual complaints are likely. Concerted
group and legal action might be expected.

NEF 35-40

Individual complaints may be vigorous. Possible group action and
appeals to authorities.

NEF 30-35

Sporadic to repeated individual complaints. Group action is possible.

Below NEF 30

Sporadic complaints may occur. Noise may interfere occasionally with
certain activities of the resident.

Adoption of Noise Contours for Long-Term Planning
Two sets of noise contours were developed for this master plan: a Noise Exposure Forecast for 2017 and
a Noise Exposure Projection (NEP) for 2037. The 2017 Noise Exposure Forecast was developed using the
2017 historical peak planning day’s level of activity with a distribution of aircraft types, destinations, and
flight paths based on annual average activities for the 12-month period between June 2016 and May 2017.
The 2017 noise exposure contours are shown in Figure 9-1.
A Noise Exposure Projection was developed for 2037 using the “Most Likely” forecast of annual aircraft
activity at YQR in 2037 as well as projections of forecast peak day activity in 2037 (Most Likely scenario).
It was assumed that the distribution of arrival and departure paths in 2037 would be broadly similar to
those patterns observed in 2017. Assumptions were made regarding the type of aircraft in service in 2037
to reflect expected fleet changes and new technologies in the industry in 20 years’ time. It is assumed
that, given advances in latest-generation commercial aircraft and engine design, that these newgeneration aircraft will be quieter than the aircraft they replace.26 However, the NEFCal database does
not contain information on the exact noise emissions of these either recently in service or yet to be
introduced aircraft, proxy aircraft were used to estimate the assumed reduction in noise emissions.27 As
these proxy aircraft choices are based on professional judgement, the NEP in 2037 remains a bestestimate of potential noise exposure given changes in technology. The 2037 projection of noise exposure
contours are shown in Figure 9-2.
The resulting smaller community exposure of the 2037 NEP NEFs is directly attributable to the assumed
change in aircraft technology (through the use of proxy aircraft). As this reduction on forecast noise
25

Source: Transport Canada, TP 1247 - Aviation - Land Use in the Vicinity of Aerodromes, Part IV – Aircraft Noise
For example, the Embraer E-175/195, Boeing 737NG (-600, -700, and -800), and Airbus A320ceo aircraft types.
27
In general, the proxy aircraft chosen were quieter than those they replaced in the 2017 simulation, e.g.,
substituting a 737-700 for a 737MAX8, with the -700 having a smaller noise emission footprint than an existing
737-800.
26
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exposure is based on assumptions, it is recommended that the existing 2024 NEP (developed in 2007) be
retained for land use planning purposes. As a result, the NEF contours shown in Zoning Maps in Section
19 of the Regina Zoning Bylaws and Figure 8: NEF Contours and Height Limitations in the Regina OCP –
Part B Part B.14 will remain the same. While it is most likely that by 2037 the community noise exposure
at the Airport will be smaller than in 2017, there is still much uncertainty over how community noise
perception will change in response to new aircraft and engine technologies. Therefore, to provide the
greatest level of protection to the community in terms of noise exposure it is recommended that the 2007
NEP for 2024 be retained for planning purposes.
Figure 9-1. Noise Exposure Forecast for 2017 Aircraft Movements
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Figure 9-2. Noise Exposure Projection for 2037 Aircraft Movements

KNOWN ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
The only specific environmental concern identified during the master plan review included Per and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS). Common applications of PFAS include fire-fighting foams like those
commonly used at airports. New guidelines are emerging from federally regulated sites to characterize
and delineate potential PFAS soil- and groundwater-contamination.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY AND PROCEDURES REVIEW
Overview
RAA is committed to managing and operating the Regina International Airport in a safe, secure, efficient,
commercially viable and environmentally responsible manner. Through the continued development,
implementation, and operation of an environmental management system RAA will strive to continually
improve its environmental performance.
The following sections describe the RAA’s Environmental Policy, Environmental Management System
(EMS), Environmental Programs and Environmental Review Process.
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Environmental Policy
The Regina Airport Authority (RAA), understands the importance of balancing airport operations, future
growth and development with the natural environment. The RAA is committed to minimizing the
environmental footprint of our activities, while ensuring that operations are conducted in a safe and
secure manner. As the primary air access gateway to southern Saskatchewan it is vital that we do our
part for future generations, while balancing the need to grow the airport for the betterment and vibrancy
of the region.

Our commitment to the environment:
•

Minimize pollutant discharge into receiving waters and routinely test water quality.

•

Reduce waste generated through refinement to operations.

•

Reduce usage of electricity and natural gas through strategic investments.

•

Maintain an active spill response program.

•

Actively promote recycling with our customers and tenants.

•

Meet or exceed all applicable environmental legislation.

•

Monitor our carbon footprint and include carbon reduction initiatives in our future plans.

•

Raise awareness of on-airport environmental initiatives with stakeholders and tenants.

•
Integrate environmental considerations into airport planning, operations and development
activities.
•

Screen all capital projects and implement mitigation measures as required.

•

Work closely with The City of Regina on matters of mutual environmental concern.

•

Report the airport’s environmental performance to the local community.

•
Communicate and promote environmental responsibility among our team members, customers,
partners, suppliers and other stakeholders.
•
Actively participate with the Canadian Airports Council on nationwide environmental initiatives
for airports.

Environmental Management System Policy Manual
The RAA has designed an Environmental Management System (EMS) Policy Manual that guides the RAA
in the operation of its facilities. RAA’s EMS applies to all services, operations, activities and facilities under
RAA’s control, but not contractors working for or on behalf of RAA. For tenants, potential environmental
risks will be managed under RAA’s Tenant Management Program. RAA will ensure its tenants are aware
of their Environmental Policy and Tenant Management Program.
For the purposes of RAA’s EMS, activities have been divided into four areas: Airport Facilities, Airport
Operations, Airport Safety and Fire Services, and Common Elements, as follows:
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Airport Facilities: Responsible for the operation and maintenance of RAA-owned facilities and equipment,
as well as the acquisition of lands. Includes the management of non-hazardous, hazardous and
international waste storage and disposal, operations and maintenance of heating and cooling equipment
and storage tank systems.
Airport Operations: Responsible for the management of the glycol sewer collection system, outdoor
grounds, parking lots, wildlife control, vehicle maintenance and fueling, and tenant activities.
Airport Safety and Fire Services: Responsible for responding to fires and other emergencies at the Airport.
Also, responsible for the operation and maintenance of the Fire Training Center and emergency vehicles
and for wildlife control outside Airport Operations hours.
Common Elements: Includes those aspects common to each operational area, such as energy use, paper
use, sanitary sewage generation activities, disposal of waste, cleaning, and food intake.

Environmental Management System Overview
As part of the EMS, RAA defines a process to:
















Identify, evaluate and regularly review the environmental aspects (interactions with the
environment) and environmental impacts associated with RAA’s activities, operations and
services which it directly controls or has influence over.
Ensure RAA personnel are aware, have access to, and review applicable environmental legislation
and other requirements, as they apply to RAA’s operations.
Set environmental objectives and targets that manage and monitor the impacts of RAA’s
significant aspects with the goal of improving environmental performance.
Identify resources, roles, responsibilities and authorities of the key people within RAA to ensure
the development, implementation and maintenance of the EMS.
Ensure RAA employees who have the potential to cause environmental impacts are made aware
of the importance of conforming to the EMS and are appropriately trained and competent to
conduct their daily activities in a manner that prevents negative environmental impacts to the
environment. This element applies to environmentally related training only, not to training
related to equipment or job-specific operations.
Provide a framework for communicating relevant information related to the EMS with internal
and external parties.
Ensure EMS documents are controlled, identifiable, locatable, accessible and kept current.
Ensure that programs and procedures are in place to control situations where their absence could
lead to a deviation from environmental legal and other requirements, or result in an
environmental impact.
Monitor the environmental performance of RAA’s activities.
Evaluate environmental compliance with legal and other requirements applicable to RAA’s
operations and activities.
Identify, investigate, correct and prevent non-conformances and non-compliances.
Ensure EMS records are maintained, legible, identifiable, locatable and protected.
Conduct internal audits at planned intervals to determine if RAA’s EMS conforms to planned
arrangements and has been properly implemented and maintained.
Conduct a review of RAA’s EMS with the Environmental Committee to evaluate the system’s
continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness.
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Environmental Programs
Responsible environmental practice employs planning tools and operational procedures to minimize
potential negative environmental impacts that might otherwise arise from aircraft operations, land use
activities or developments. The following summarizes key environmental programs that have been or will
be put in place as a result of the adoption of the EMS. These programs support managing environmental
issues raised during the Master Plan Review.
Water Sampling
The RAA developed a water sampling program in 2001, which identified on-Airport locations for additional
sampling stations. As part of RAA’s environmental due diligence undertakings, water sampling activities
will take place, when required, through the utilization of the Airport’s water sampling stations.
This program applies to sanitary and stormwater discharges from RAA’s property and operations,
including tenant operations conducted on property managed by RAA. RAA’s fire training area is designed
to capture wastewater effluent by directing runoff to sump pits that are manually pumped out for
disposal, or by allowing water to evaporate from the area.
The objective of the program is to monitor effluent streams from RAA’s property for the presence of
potential contaminants, to track background levels of parameters in effluent, and to monitor compliance
with relevant regulatory requirements. The program includes sampling surface water for numerous
parameters including glycol.
Tenant Management
The RAA recognizes that tenant activities occurring on property have the potential to pose environmental,
as well as associated legal and financial risks to RAA. As such, this program aims to address potential risks
posed to the RAA by tenant operations and activities on property managed by RAA.
The program includes formal procedures for regularly evaluating tenant activities using a combination of
desktop screening level assessments and on-site inspections, as well as the development of operating
guidelines related to tenant activities, outlining minimum standards required by RAA related to
management of potential environmental risks.
Hazardous Material Management
RAA staff receive, handle and store hazardous materials such as paints, chiller and boiler water treatment
chemicals, pesticides, explosives, and petroleum products, as well as compressed gases. The RAA
recognizes that the storage and use of hazardous materials on RAA property has the potential to impact
the environment, depending on how such materials are handled. As such, RAA has implemented this
program related to the management of hazardous materials under the control of RAA on airport property.
This program includes formal procedures for the management of hazardous materials, including on-site
storage and handling requirements, labelling, worker training, and disposal of residual hazardous
materials, as required, for the Regina Airport Authority. The program includes maintaining a Hazardous
Materials Inventory. The products to be inventoried include various hazardous materials, ozone-depleting
substances, greenhouse gases, PCBs and asbestos. Where appropriate, the inventory will ensure that
these substances are removed or their presence phased out from the airport property.
Halocarbon Management
The RAA owns and operates halocarbon containing equipment, including air-conditioning units, chillers
and a fire suppression system. The RAA recognizes the presence of halocarbons in RAA owned and/or
operated equipment has the potential to impact the environment if released. As such, this program aims
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to manage the use of halocarbons and the associated equipment throughout its lifecycle (purchasing,
installation, operation and disposal) to prevent such releases.
The program includes formal procedures for the management of halocarbons, including the purchasing,
handling and use of halocarbons, leak testing, release reporting and record keeping, with the goal of
minimizing potential impacts from halocarbon releases to the natural environment.
This program applies to all halocarbon containing equipment owned and/or operated by RAA, including
air-conditioning units and chillers, located on RAA property. The program does not apply to halocarbon
containing equipment owned by tenants occupying RAA property and/or facilities.
The objective of the program is to ensure that regulatory requirements related to the use of halocarbons
are followed and processes are in place to prevent releases of halocarbons to the natural environment.
Storage Tank Management
The RAA stores petroleum products in storage tank systems on Airport property, for use in Airport
operations. The RAA recognizes that activities related to storage tank systems have the potential to pose
environmental, as well as associated legal and financial risks to the organization. As such, this program
aims to address potential risks through the use and management of petroleum storage tank systems.
The program includes procedures for the management of petroleum storage tank systems, including
installation, registration, labelling, inspections, use, worker training, and decommissioning of tanks for the
Regina Airport Authority. This program applies to petroleum storage tank systems on RAA property and
under the charge and control the Regina Airport Authority on RAA property.
The objective of the program is to ensure that regulatory requirements are followed related to petroleum
storage tank systems in use by RAA, including requirements related to storage, labelling, use, and
employee training. The goal of the program is to prevent and / or minimize potential impact from
petroleum products on the surrounding environment.
Audit Program
RAA personnel will conduct annual tenant audits to determine the effectiveness of tenant environmental
systems and to ensure compliance with environmental legislation. An external firm will perform audits of
the entire airport site and RAA facilities to evaluate the EMS, the environmental quality of the site, and
the fulfilment of legal requirements.
Wildlife Management
Incidents between wildlife and aircraft, including strikes and near misses, can be a serious safety concern.
Although there are relatively few wildlife incidents at the airport, the RAA is determined to remain vigilant
and minimize aircraft/wildlife conflicts in the most environmentally sensitive manner possible.
The RAA operates a wildlife management plan that integrates habitat modification, land use planning,
dispersal methods, exclusion methods, use of firearms personnel, policy, procedures and removal
methods. Identified problem species are targeted and dealt with using the most effective techniques for
the species in question. The RAA also takes care to warn flight crews about potential wildlife hazards,
records and reports all wildlife incidents, and ensures that wildlife control personnel are available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.
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Environmental Air Quality Monitoring
Given the relatively low number of aircraft movements at the Airport and minimal amount of ground
vehicle traffic, airport operations likely have no significant impact upon local air quality. It is therefore
unnecessary to implement an air quality monitoring program. As air traffic increases over the longer-term,
however, the RAA may initiate air quality studies to determine the effect airport operations have on the
local atmosphere.
Contaminated Sites
Prior to the transfer of airport operations to the RAA, the site was subjected to a full environmental audit
to identify prevailing environmental conditions at the airport. The 1998 Regina Airport Environmental
Baseline Study found that the site possessed few areas of environmental concern. Of the few areas
identified, environmental risks were considered to be limited and remedial measures were not
recommended or undertaken. The RAA is aware of the condition of these areas and continues to monitor
the entire airport site to avoid future contamination. The RAA continues to use the results of this study,
along with historical data, as a record of past soil contamination. This information is considered during
the planning of all airport projects and operations.

Environmental Review Process
The RAA reviews all airport projects to ascertain their potential environmental impacts. The
Environmental Review Process considers the biological, physical, and social impacts of all projects, and
involves the preparation of an Environmental Review Report by airport personnel before a project is
authorized to proceed. The Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA) is used as a guide for all
environmental assessments.
As required in the EMS environmental aspects and impacts associated with activities, products and/or
services within RAA’s control, are identified/reviewed, whether adverse or beneficial. In
identifying/reviewing environmental aspects, consideration is given to the inputs and outputs (both
intended and unintended) associated with:








Current and relevant-past activities;
Products and services;
Planned or new developments;
New or modified activities, products and services;
Normal and abnormal operating conditions;
Shut-down and start-up conditions; and
Reasonably foreseeable emergency situations.

The significance of environmental aspects are evaluated by the Manager of Environment, or designate,
using a Procedure for Environmental Aspect and Impact Identification and Determination of Significance.
A list of RAA’s environmental aspects and impacts is documented and maintained by the Manager of
Environment or designate.
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Chapter 10 – UTILITIES
This section describes the on-Airport utilities and what is required for future utility needs at the Airport.
The existing utility lines for the entire Airport property is shown in Figure 10-1. The utility network near
the ATB are complex and are shown in Figure 10-2.

POTABLE WATER DISTRIBUTION
Potable water is currently provided by the City of Regina water distribution network, serviced to the
Airport facilities by a 250 mm diameter water main on Regina Avenue, and a 300 mm diameter water
main on Sandra Schmirler Way.
In 2011, a new trunk water main was installed from Lewvan Drive to service the Global Transportation
Hub (GTH) located on the west side of the city. This new trunk water main runs along the east and north
sides of the Airport property and varies in size from 600 mm to 900 mm in diameter. New connections to
this trunk water main have been installed on Sandra Schmirler Way, and on the north side of the Airport
property. These new connections have provided additional servicing to the north area of the Airport
property, and most likely increased the service pressure of the existing Airport water distribution network.
There is access to the trunk water main in the north area of the Airport property, however, the trunk
water main is not readily accessible to property south of Runway 08-26. If this area is developed, there is
potential to service it from a 600 mm diameter water main on Parliament Avenue in the Harbour Landing
Subdivision. Discussions with the City of Regina would be required at the time of any development to
determine the feasibility of servicing from this water main. The undeveloped area immediately south of
the Airport property is currently under application to the City of Regina for development by the current
land owners, which may have an impact on potential water service. The City of Regina Water Master Plan
is currently in development and may develop strategies to guide servicing improvements to support
Airport development and other growth areas.
Much of the existing water infrastructure is 60 to 80 years old. As a result, improvements may be required
as the infrastructure continues to age. The existing water network loop servicing the Air Terminal Building
has varying pipe sizes, from 150 mm up to 250 mm diameter. Increasing the 150 mm and 200 mm
diameter pipes to 250 mm diameter for consistency could potentially provide better service levels and
fire flow capacity.
The Air Terminal Building is serviced by two 150 mm diameter water service pipes located near the north
end of the building. Providing a second service connection for redundancy near the south end of the
building may be beneficial in case the existing service connections ever fail.

WASTEWATER COLLECTION
Wastewater is currently collected by a series of underground sewer pipes connecting to the City of Regina
wastewater collection system. Wastewater is conveyed from the Airport property to a 1,350 mm diameter
City of Regina owned gravity trunk sewer flowing from Regina Avenue north along Sandra Schmirler Way,
then northwest through the Airport property to 13th Avenue, and ultimately to the City of Regina
wastewater treatment plant on the west side of the city.
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It is anticipated that this trunk sewer will have sufficient additional capacity to service future development
on the Airport property. Discussions with the City of Regina would be required at the time of any future
development to determine the feasibility of servicing from this trunk sewer. If there is limited capacity,
on-site storage facilities, or an alternate conveyance to the wastewater treatment plant may be necessary
to accommodate future development. The City of Regina Wastewater Master Plan is currently in
development and may identify downstream capacity upgrades.
There is access to the trunk sewer in the north area of the Airport property, however, the trunk sewer is
not readily accessible to property south of Runway 08-26. If this area is developed, wastewater may need
to be conveyed to the trunk sewer by a series of sanitary sewer mains if there is capacity. The undeveloped
area immediately south of the Airport property is currently under application to the City of Regina for
development by the current land owners, which may have an impact on potential wastewater service.
Much of the existing sanitary sewer infrastructure is around 60 years old. Improvements may be required
as the infrastructure continues to age. A closed-circuit television (CCTV) program to evaluate and prioritize
improvement efforts may be beneficial.

STORM WATER COLLECTION
Storm water is currently collected and conveyed to Wascana Creek by a system of underground sewer
pipes and overland flow through ditches and culverts. Wascana Creek is located adjacent to the northeast
Airport property boundary, flowing to the northwest.
It is anticipated that any future Airport development will utilize similar storm water collection and
conveyance infrastructure, avoiding the necessity to connect to City of Regina infrastructure. Storm water
detention ponds and engineered wetlands may be incorporated to mitigate the impact of large storm
events on downstream property and improve water quality.
As further development continues, capacity of existing storm sewer infrastructure may need to be
evaluated. A storm water management plan that includes strategically directing overland flow to Wascana
Creek may be beneficial to allow development of additional areas.
A ditch could be constructed in the slough west of Runway 13-31 to improve drainage. Although the slough
is outside the Airport perimeter fence, it is within the Airport property, and could open up additional land
for development.

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
Electrical power to the Airport facilities is currently provided by SaskPower. The Air Terminal Building has
a backup generator for emergency power.28 A diesel generator, located in the Field Electric Centre,
provides backup power to the airfield. It is anticipated that any future development of the Airport
property will have electrical service provided by SaskPower, without any major upgrades to SaskPower
infrastructure. However, discussions with SaskPower at the time of any development is required. There
may be significant lead times prior to any development for SaskPower to plan for possible upgrades.

28

Pryde Schropp McComb, Inc. (2008). Regina International Airport – Airport Master Plan 2007-2027.
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NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION
Natural gas service to the Airport facilities is currently provided by SaskEnergy. It is anticipated that any
future development of the Airport property will have natural gas service provided by SaskEnergy, without
any major upgrades to SaskEnergy infrastructure. However, discussions with SaskEnergy at the time of
any development is required. There may be significant lead times prior to any development for SaskEnergy
to plan for possible upgrades.

COMMUNICATION SERVICES
Telephone and cable television service is currently provided to the Airport facilities by the Saskatchewan
Telecommunications Holding Corporation (SaskTel) and Access Communications Co-operative, Limited. It
is anticipated that any future development of the Airport property will have communication service
provided by SaskTel and Access Communications Co-operative, Limited, without any major upgrades to
communication infrastructure. However, discussions with the utility companies at the time of any
development would be required. There may be significant lead times prior to any development for the
utility companies to plan for possible upgrades.

AIR TERMINAL BUILDING EXPANSION
There is the potential for expansion of the ATB on the southwest and northwest sides. If expansion occurs
on the southwest side towards Apron 1, there will impacts to existing utilities as follows:





Existing underground sanitary main and manhole south of ATB building will need to be
decommissioned and relocated.
Existing underground storm water collection infrastructure southwest of ATB will need to be
decommissioned and moved further away from ATB.
Surface grading may need to be modified, which may require modifications to Apron 1.
Electrical and communication infrastructure will need to be decommissioned and relocated.

If expansion occurs on the northwest side, impacts to existing utilities will include the following:




Existing underground storm main and catch basin will need to be decommissioned and possibly
relocated.
Electrical and communication infrastructure will need to be decommissioned and relocated.
Surface grading may need to be modified.

In addition to the above noted conflicts, any expansion of the ATB will need to address the following:






Water capacity could be a potential issue as additional square footage may require additional fire
flow capacity beyond what is currently available. Usage from additional passenger volumes should
not be an issue as fire flow capacity will most likely dictate requirements.
Detailed modeling will be required to determine wastewater capacity constraints with additional
passenger volumes.
Expansion of ATB to accommodate increased passenger volumes will require additional Shortand Long-Term Parking, as well as additional unloading zone space.
Utility companies may require upgrades to infrastructure to provide service with expansion of
ATB.
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Figure 10-1. Existing Utility Lines at the Airport
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Figure 10-2. Existing Utilities Near the Air Terminal Building
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Chapter 11 RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The recommended implementation plan is divided into three phases. Each phase contains a list of
capital projects. These projects are introduced in a rough sequence. In some cases, the projects must
occur in the presented sequence. In other cases, projects are independent of one another and can
occur at any time in the sequence.

PHASE 1
Phase 1 consists of projects that are anticipated to occur in the next two to five years (2019 to 2022). 14
projects are included in Phase 1. The Phase 1 projects are depicted in Figures 11-1 and 11-2. Projects 2
through 8 are dependent on the preceding projects and must occur sequentially. Projects 10 and 11 are
also interconnected.


Project 1 – Regina Avenue Expansion – consists of expanding Regina Avenue to two lanes on both
directions, with sidewalks that allow pedestrian access to the Airport.



Project 2 – New Maintenance Garage – consists of constructing a new Combined Services Building
(CSB). The CSB is split into two phases, Phase 1 of which includes accommodating the services
currently provided in the existing Maintenance Garage.



Project 3 – Demolition of the SPMC Hangar and Old Maintenance Garage – following the end of
the current lease, the SPMC facility would be demolished to make way for future road
construction.



Project 4 – Buffalo Trail Extension – extend Buffalo Trail to the west, adjacent to the employee
parking lot, and to the ATB curbside. The Buffalo Trail extension is a two-way road for the entire
east-west portion of the road. The southern segment of the extension is one-way southbound
into the terminal area. The Buffalo Trail extension also includes driveways for the Maintenance
Complex and Employee Parking facility.



Project 5 – Taxi Queue Relocation – the taxi queue is moved to the northwest by approximately
125 metres, to the new Buffalo Trail extension. This includes relocating the small shelter where
customers can wait for a taxicab. When the taxi queue is moved, the 125 metres of vacant space
can then be used for additional curbside capacity for private vehicle pick-up or drop-off.



Project 6 – Otter Lane Demolition – with the Buffalo Trail extension in-place, Otter Lane is
demolished and all traffic that currently uses Otter Lane is moved to Buffalo Trail. This improves
the traffic operations and safety by removing the closely-spaced intersections of Airport Road
with Regina Avenue and Otter Trail.



Project 7 – New Rental Car Lot – construct a new 170 space rental car lot to the northwest of the
ATB. Vehicular access to/from the new lot is via Buffalo Trail for both customers and rental car
service agents. This improves curbside traffic congestion and safety by removing all rental car
traffic from the terminal area roads and curbsides. When the CBSA is closed, pedestrian access
to/from the rental car lot is via the baggage claim hall.



Project 8 – Conversion of Old Rental Car Lot to Long-Term Parking – convert the 142 spaces
currently used by rental cars to Long-Term Parking. This project consists of closing the existing
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driveway accessing the lot removing the barriers between the Long-term Lot and the Rental Car
Lot.


Project 9 – ATB Holdroom Expansion – expand and modify the holdroom as described in Phase 1
of the ATB expansion described in Chapter 5 (see Page 5-28) and depicted in Figure 5-19.



Project 10 – New Infield Roadway – construct a new infield roadway associated with Taxiway C,
to remove vehicular traffic from Taxiway C and old Taxiway C and also provide connected airfield
access to the area north of Taxiway C.



Project 11 – New Airport Control Tower – construct a new airport control tower and FSS facility
north of the ATB, but out of the Air Terminal Reserve for long-term ATB expansion. This project
includes construction of access to the facility and employee parking.



Project 12 – Supplemental ATB Utilities – construct supplemental water and waste-water lines
for the ATB. The new supplemental water and waste-water lines would likely be located on the
north side of the ATB to connect with the largest main lines.



Project 13 – Apron II Expansion – expand Apron II by 9,500 square metres, with a 48 metre
extension on the west and 31 metres on the east, as depicted in Figure 4-7.



Project 14 – Runway 31 SALSAR – Runway 31 currently has an Omnidirectional Approach Lighting
System (ODAL). In order to maintain the current certifications, the lighting systems will likely
require an upgrade to a SALSAR, similar to what is currently installed on Runway 13.

The estimated costs for each of these 14 projects are summarized in Table 11-1. Due to the high-level of
the estimates a 30% range is provided. These Class D costs represent the estimated costs that RAA is
responsible for. For Project 11, the New Airport Control Tower, it is assumed that RAA will support the
costs associated with providing access and utilities to the facility and that NavCanada will be responsible
for the remaining costs. The total estimate for all Phase 1 projects ranges from $35.3 Million to $46.7
Million.
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Table 11-1. Phase 1 Project Cost Estimates

Number

Description

Low (-10%)

High (+20%)

1

Regina Avenue Expansion

$ 2,900,000

$ 3,800,000

2

New Maintenance Garage

$ 12,400,000

$ 16,500,000

3

SPMC Hangar and Old Maintenance Garage Demolition

$ 600,000

$ 700,000

4

Buffalo Trail Extension

$

900,000

$ 1,200,000

5

Taxi Queue Relocation

$ 1,200,000

$ 1,600,000

6

Otter Lane Demolition

$

300,000

$

400,000

7

New Rental Car Lot

$

600,000

$

900,000

8

Conversion of Old Rental Car Lot to Long-Term Parking

$

200,000

$

200,000

9

ATB Holdroom Expansion (see expanded detail below)

$ 10,500,000

$ 13,800,000

10

New Infield Roadway

$

900,000

$ 1,100,000

11

New Airport Control Tower (site preparation only)

$ 1,000,000

$ 1,300,000

12

Supplemental ATB Utilities

$

$

13

Apron II Expansion

$ 1,400,000

$ 1,800,000

14

Runway 31 SALSAR

$ 1,400,000

$ 1,900,000

$ 34,400,000

$ 45,400,000

Low (-10%)

High (+20%)

TOTAL

100,000

200,000

ATB Modification Phase 1 Breakout (see Figure 5-19)
Number

Description

1

Remove Landside Concessions and PBS Relocation

$

4,200,000

$ 5,600,000

2

Convert Landside Concession into Holdroom

$

900,000

$ 1,100,000

3

Construct Landside Concessions and Modify Restrooms

$

1,600,000

$ 2,100,000

4

Construct New Concessions and Lounge Space

$

1,200,000

$ 1,500,000

5

Remove Sterile Corridor and Expand Holdroom

$

2,600,000

$ 3,500,000

$

10,500,000

$ 13,800,000

TOTAL

Note: The Class D cost estimates are based on approximate area takeoffs and unit costs on recent
construction projects in the Regina area. The costs also include conservative percentage-based
allowances for soft costs and contingencies. All costs are in 2018 Canadian Dollars.
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Figure 11-1. Phase 1 Implementation Plan – Terminal Area
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Figure 11-2. Phase 1 Implementation Plan – Campus Map
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PHASE 2
Phase 2 consists of projects that are anticipated to occur in the next five to ten years (2023 to 2027). 16
projects are included in Phase 2. The Phase 2 projects are depicted in Figures 11-3 and 11-4. Project 1
through 11 are dependent on prior projects. Projects 1 through 7 must occur sequentially, while projects
8 through 11 can all occur once Project 7 is complete.


Project 1 – New Access Road to Tutor Drive – extend Sandra Schmirler Way to Tutor Drive, for a
new primary access route to the MTF facilities, Aerocentre, Fuel farm, and ATB loading dock.



Project 2 – New Signalized Intersection – construct a traffic signal at the new four-way
intersection of Sandra Schmirler Way and Regina Avenue.



Project 3 – Airport Road and Cell Phone Lot Partial Demolition – demolish the portion of Airport
Road between Buffalo Trail and the Overflow Lot. This forces all traffic to the south service area
to use the new Sandra Schmirler Way extension and removes all non-passenger-related traffic
from the ATB loop road. Also demolish the existing cell phone lot to clear area for Project 6.



Project 4 – New Employee Parking Lot – construct a new 250-space employee parking lot north
of the Buffalo Trail extension, between the new rental car lot and the new CSB.



Project 5 – Existing Employee Lot Demolition – upon completion of the new employee parking
lot, the existing employee lot is demolished to clear the land for Project 6.



Project 6 – New Inbound Roadway – construct a new inbound roadway, diverging from the
existing alignment near the existing cell phone lot and then running parallel to the Buffalo Trail
extension. The new alignment more than doubles the development envelope inside the ATB
roadway loop.



Project 7 – Existing Inbound Roadway Demolition – once the new inbound roadway is
constructed, the existing inbound roadway can be demolished.



Project 8 – Short-Term Parking Expansion – extending the roadway loop allows for the ShortTerm Parking Lot to be expanded from 110 spaces to approximately 170 spaces.



Project 9 – Long-Term Parking Expansion – extending the roadway loop also allows for the LongTerm Parking Lot to be expanded by approximately 120 spaces to be in line with the 2027 facility
requirements.



Project 10 – Ground Transportation Commercial Development – develop a multi-use ground
transportation facility. This would include a convenience store, gas station, cell phone lot, and
commercial vehicle hold lot. Co-locating the gas station/convenience store with the cell phone
lot and commercial vehicle hold lot allows for potentially maximizing the site’s revenue
generation.



Project 11 – Hotel Site #1 – develop a site for a hotel in close proximity to the ATB. This site is
located north of the Long-Term Parking lot.
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Project 12 – New FireHall – consists of constructing Phase 2 of the new CSB, which includes
expanding the facility to accommodate all emergency responder operations that are currently
located within the existing FireHall. Upon completion of the CSB expansion, the existing Firehall
would be demolished.



Project 13 – Campbell Street Connector – extend the recently constructed road north of Apron V
to Campbell Street. This connectivity will increase the number of parcels available for commercial
development and, by improving accessibility to these northern commercial parcels, increase the
attractiveness of the land.



Project 14 – Centralized De-Icing Facility – construct the first phase of the CDF, as described in
Chapter 4 and depicted in light blue in Figure 4-9.



Project 15 – New Parallel Taxiway – construct a parallel taxiway between Taxiway B and Runway
13-31, between Taxiway B1 and Taxiway K. This will reduce delays associated with de-icing
operations, particularly during takeoff operations on Runway 31. Construction of this parallel
taxiway between Taxiway M and Taxiway K could be accelerated to provide additional Apron I
capacity, particularly during current de-icing operations.



Project 16 – Taxiway K Replacement – de-conflict Taxiway K by striping a route perpendicular to
the Runway 26 threshold, removing the pavement that connects to Runway 13-31, and
constructing a new exit taxiway for Runway 13-31, as shown in Figure 4-6. As described in Chapter
4, this project will reduce the potential for wrong-runway departures, potential for runway
incursions by small aircraft, and dual runway use for a single taxiway

The estimated costs for each of these 16 projects are summarized in Table 11-2. These Class D costs that
are shown include only the costs for which the RAA is responsible. For Project 10, the RAA assumes
responsibility for the parking facilities, site preparation, and utility extensions; but not the development
of the gas station/convenience store. For Project 11, the costs of the new hotel site include what is
required to prepare the site for development and not the actual cost of the building construction. The
total estimated cost for Phase 2 ranges from $59.8 Million to $79.5 Million.
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Figure 11-3. Phase 2 Implementation Plan – Terminal Area
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Figure 11-4. Phase 2 Implementation Plan – Campus Map
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Table 11-2. Phase 2 Project Cost Estimates

Number

Description

1

New Access Road to Tutor Drive

$

600,000

$

800,000

2

New Signalized Intersection

$

400,000

$

500,000

3

Airport Road and Cell Phone Lot Partial Demolition

$

100,000

$

100,000

4

New Employee Parking Lot

$

600,000

$

800,000

5

Existing Employee Lot Demolition

$

200,000

$

200,000

6

New Inbound Roadway

$

1,300,000

$

1,700,000

7

Existing Inbound Roadway Demolition

$

200,000

$

200,000

8

Short-Term Parking Expansion

$

300,000

$

400,000

9

Long-Term Parking Expansion

$

700,000

$

900,000

10

Convenience Store (site preparation only), Cell Phone
Lot, and Hold Lot Construction

$

500,000

$

700,000

11

Hotel Site #1 (site preparation only)

$

400,000

$

600,000

12

New FireHall

$

7,100,000

$

9,400,000

13

Campbell Street Connector

$

900,000

$

1,200,000

14

Centralized De-icing Facility

$ 23,700,000

$ 31,600,000

15

New Parallel Taxiway

$ 21,200,000

$ 28,300,000

16

Taxiway K Replacement

$

$

TOTAL

Low (-10%)

1,600,000

$ 59,800,000

High (+20%)

2,100,000

$ 79,500,000

Note: The Class D cost estimates are based on approximate area takeoffs and unit costs on recent
construction projects in the Regina area. The costs also include conservative percentage-based
allowances for soft costs and contingencies. All costs are in 2018 Canadian Dollars.
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PHASE 3
Phase 3 consists of projects that are anticipated to occur in the next ten to twenty years (2028 to 2037).
11 projects are included in Phase 3. The Phase 3 projects are depicted in Figures 11-5 and 11-6.


Project 1 – ATB Expansion – consists of the ATB expansion project described as Phase 2 and Phase
3 in Chapter 5 (see Page 5-28) and depicted in Figures 5-20 and 5-21.



Project 2 – Regina Avenue Outbound Realignment – construction of a new two-lane outbound
roadway to increase the development envelope inside the terminal loop.



Project 3 – Existing Regina Avenue Outbound Demolition – upon completion of the new
outbound roadway, the existing outbound roadway can be demolished.



Project 4 – Long-Term Parking Expansion – expand the Long-Term parking lot by approximately
600 spaces when-warranted by demand.



Project 5 – Hotel Site #2 – develop a site for a hotel near the entrance to Airport property. The
proposed site is at the corner of Regina Avenue and Sandra Schmirler Way, adjacent to the
Economy Parking Lot.



Project 6 – Rental Car Lot Expansion – expand the rental car lot by approximately 60 spaces when
warranted by demand.



Project 7 – Employee Parking Lot Expansion – expand the employee parking lot by approximately
70 spaces when warranted by demand.



Project 8 – QTA Expansion – expand the rental car QTA by constructing a second car wash tunnel
and expanding the vehicle storage area by approximately one-third of a hectare. The existing QTA
building was designed to accommodate a second car-wash tunnel.



Project 9 – CDF Expansion – expand the CDF to provide two additional aircraft holding positions
(a code E and Code D), as shown in the dark blue in Figure 4-9.



Project 10 – New South Parallel Taxiway – construct a taxiway parallel to Runway 08-26 and the
threshold of Runway 31. This will eliminate back-taxiing on Runway 08 and will allow for
commercial airside development on the southern Airport property.



Project 11 – Western Development Roadways – construct a new roadway network in the
northwest area of the airport (west of Runway 13 threshold and north of the Runway 08
threshold). This roadway network will allow for the development of potential airside, logistics,
and warehousing development.

The estimated costs for each of these 11 projects are summarized in Table 11-3. These Class D costs that
are shown include only the costs for which the RAA is responsible. For Project 5, the costs of the new
hotel site include what is required to prepare the site for development and not the actual cost of the
building construction. The total cost of Phase 3 is estimated to range from $71.1 Million to $95.0 Million.
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Figure 11-5. Phase 3 Implementation Plan – Terminal Area
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Figure 11-6. Phase 3 Implementation Plan – Campus Map
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Table 11-3. Phase 3 Project Cost Estimates

Number

Description

Low (-10%)

High (+20%)

1

ATB Expansion (see breakout below)

$ 44,700,000

$ 59,500,000

2

Regina Avenue Outbound Realignment

$

1,000,000

$

1,400,000

3

Existing Regina Avenue Outbound Demolition

$

300,000

$

500,000

4

Long-Term Parking Expansion

$

1,900,000

$

2,600,000

5

Hotel Site #2 (site preparation only)

$

400,000

$

600,000

6

Rental Car Lot Expansion

$

400,000

$

500,000

7

Employee Parking Lot Expansion

$

400,000

$

500,000

8

QTA Expansion

$

600,000

$

800,000

9

CDF Expansion

$

7,400,000

$

9,900,000

10

New South Parallel Taxiway

$

7,300,000

$

9,700,000

11

Western Development Roadways

$

6,700,000

$

9,000,000

TOTAL

$ 71,100,000

$ 95,000,000

ATB Phase 2 (see Figure 5-20) and Phase 3 (see Figure 5-21) Expansion and Modification Breakout
Number

Description

Low (-10%)

High (+20%)

2.1

Construct New Administration Offices

$ 4,100,000

$ 5,500,000

2.2

Relocate PBS to Level 1

$ 1,900,000

$ 2,600,000

2.3

Expand Retail Core and Restrooms

$ 1,300,000

$ 1,700,000

2.4

Expand ATB Between Gates 6 & 7

$ 2,400,000

$ 3,100,000

2.5

Construct New Inbound Baggage Room and Tunnels

$ 4,600,000

$ 6,100,000

2.6

Install 1st and 3rd Sloped Plate Devices

$ 2,700,000

$ 3,600,000

2.7

Construct New CBSA Secondary Screening

$ 2,300,000

$ 3,100,000

3.1

Construct New Holdroom and CBSA Primary

$ 19,100,000

$ 25,500,000

3.2

Install 2nd and 4th Sloped Plate Devices

$ 2,700,000

$ 3,600,000

3.3

Renovation of CBSA Secondary and Restrooms

$ 1,500,000

$ 2,000,000

3.4

Relocate Rental Car Counters and New Concessions

$ 2,100,000

$ 2,700,000

$ 44,700,000

$ 59,500,000

TOTAL

Note: The Class D cost estimates are based on approximate area takeoffs and unit costs on recent
construction projects in the Regina area. The costs also include conservative percentage-based
allowances for soft costs and contingencies. All costs are in 2018 Canadian Dollars.
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LONG-TERM PLANNING RESERVES
There are three long-term projects that are not anticipated to be needed within the twenty-year planning
period. However, these projects are critical to the Airport’s mission and goals and land should be
preserved for their eventual implementation. The three projects are shown in Figure 11-7

Runway Extensions
As described in Chapter 4, though it is unlikely to occur during the 20-year planning period, the Airport
may eventually want to extend Runway 13-31 by 300 metres to accommodate new long-haul flights.
Neither runway end is capable of being extended by 300 metres due to the proximity of roads and other
structures. As a result, it is recommended that the RAA preserve land and airspace to expand both runway
ends by 150 metres.

ATB Expansion
The ATB expansion described in Chapter 5 is expected to accommodate all activities at the ATB in the
planning period. However, it is likely that the ATB will require additional aircraft parking positions,
boarding bridges, and holdroom beyond the 20-year planning period. It is recommended that the RAA
preserve land to expand the ATB to the North along the extent of Apron I. The new Airport control tower
should be sited to avoid any future ATB expansion.

New Roadway Connector
The recently constructed roadway north of Apron V is not directly connected to Sandra Schmirler Way.
Ideally, the new roadway would be connected to Sandra Schmirler Way in the future. Currently, a storm
water drainage basin is located where the roadway would ideally extend to Sandra Schmirler Way.
Relocating the drainage basin is not expected to be necessary during the 20-year planning period.
However, should the development of Airport property in this area create heavy traffic, then the RAA may
need to relocate the drainage basin and extend the roadway to solve traffic-related problems.
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Figure 11-7. Long-Term Planning Reserves
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Chapter 12 – AIRPORT LAND USE PLAN 2037
One of the main objectives of Master Plan 2037 is to provide guidance to identify future developments.
The goal of the Airport Development Implementation Plan, presented in Chapter 11, is to illustrate
potential infrastructure development and key activity areas through 2037. The results of the
implementation plan were compiled to develop a Land Use Plan (LUP). The LUP depicts the intent for
future growth and development of airports lands through 2037. The purpose is to ensure that rational
and orderly development is achieved through the designation of an appropriate mix and distribution of
aeronautical and commercial uses.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The LUP places existing airport infrastructure and land reserves into the context of the Airport’s current
operating and market environment and establishes an approach to meet forecast requirements through
the 2037 planning period. The planning principles used as a basis for land-use designations reflect the
strategic objectives and development targets of RAA. Specifically, the key principles for land use planning
seek to:


Protect existing operational areas and provide for airfield/apron expansion requirements that
may occur over the long-term and beyond;



Designate sufficient land to allow expansion of passenger facilities and related services;



Facilitate commercial development strategies through flexible commercial land-use designations;
and



Implement development in a manner that will protect or enhance environmental conditions at
the Airport and in the Regina community at-large.

LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
For the purposes of the LUP, all Airport lands are designated for specific land uses. These land uses were
defined in the original ground lease as-follows:


Airside System – uses include the runway and taxiway systems, and apron.



Air Terminal Building Reserve – accommodates the Air Terminal Building.



Ground Transportation System Reserve – includes the roadway access, parking, and protection
for right-of-way access to commercial areas.



Air Cargo Reserve – contains air freight processing and storage areas.



Operations Facilities Reserves – accommodates the Airport’s radar installation and other
NavCanada facilities.



Airport Support Facility Reserves – accommodates the Emergency Response Services, Transport
Canada, and Power House facilities.
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Airside Commercial Reserves – includes commercial activities requiring direct access to the airside
system, including aircraft maintenance bases, Fixed Base Operators (FBOs), and commercial
fueling facilities.



Groundside Commercial Reserves – includes flight kitchens, car rental depots, maintenance
garages, and other commercial activities which do not require direct airside access.



Airport Reserves – lands protected for long-term Airport use, which are not required within the
planning period.

The same color scheme that was used in the prior registered LUP was used to develop the proposed LUP.

PROPOSED LAND USE PLAN
The proposed 2037 LUP is shown in Figure 12-1. The land areas associated with each of the land use
designations are summarized in Table 12-1.
Table 12-1. Area Allocation by Land Use Designation

Land Use Designation
Airside System

Area in Hectares
245.1

Air Terminal Building Reserve

3.8

Ground Transportation System Reserve

15.9

Operations Facilities Reserves

2.5

Airport Support Facility Reserves

6.1

Airside Commercial Reserves

71.2

Groundside Commercial Reserves

124.3

Air Cargo Reserve

1.2

Airport Reserves

131.6

Total

601.7

Airside System
The Airside System occupies the largest area of land at the Airport. It includes the two runways, all taxiway
systems, the five aprons, approach paths, navigational aids, runway clearways, RESA, and runway
protection areas. It also includes the area designated for the proposed Centralized De-icing Facility.
Airfield land uses are maintained to provide continuity between the required facilities and future demand.
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The delineation of the airside system is based on Transport Canada’s Aerodrome Standards and
Recommended Practices, 5th Edition under the assumption that the Airport will transition to 5th edition in
the near future.

Air Terminal Building Reserve
The Air Terminal Building Reserve has been expanded to the north, reflecting the ATB expansion
requirements and the preferred expansion alternative. The new reserve will provide sufficient area to
accommodate terminal and apron development through 2037 and beyond.

Ground Transportation System Reserve
The Ground Transportation System Reserve includes the existing terminal area roadway loop, the LongTerm Parking Lot, and Buffalo Trail. Sufficient space has been preserved in the Ground Transportation
System Reserve to accommodate the roadway projects and parking expansions described in the
Implementation plan.

Operations Facilities Reserves
Five facilities and their associated land are included in the Operations Facilities Reserves. These include:






The Receiver Site (west of Runway 13-31)
The Radar Site (west of Runway 13-31)
The AWAS (south of Runway 08-26)
The Transmitter Site (south of Runway 08-26)
The new proposed Control Tower site (north of the ATB)

Airport Support Facility Reserves
Four facilities and their associated land areas are included in the Airport Support Facility Reserves. These
include:





The site of the combined services building and corresponding maintenance structures (north of
the ATB)
The NPS-V and current Firehall facilities (south of the ATB)
The Field Electrical Center (adjacent to Taxiway P)
The Fire Training Area (located adjacent to the Runway 08 threshold)

Airside Commercial Reserves
Prior land-use plans had identified two primary Airside Commercial Reserve areas and these areas are
maintained in the proposed 2037 LUP. The first area includes commercial and private hangar space in the
general vicinity of Taxiway C and Aprons 3, 4, and 5. The 2037 LUP accounts for the recent relocation of
Taxiway C and recent construction of a new roadway north of Taxiway C. The second previously identified
area is located in the vicinity of Apron 2 and includes the MTF-A, Aerocentre FBO, and the fuel farm.
The 2037 LUP adds three new areas designated for Airside Commercial Reserves, each of which is
considered a long-term development area:
 10.3 hectares west of the Runway 13 threshold
 20.3 hectares north of the Runway 08 threshold
 18.8 hectares south of Runway 08-26
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Groundside Commercial Reserves
Prior Land Use Plans identified large portions of the eastern Airport property as Groundside Commercial
Reserves. These lands have included commercial developments, such as the buildings used by CanMar,
StorEdge, CBSA, and two office buildings. These lands also include the rental car quick-turn-around facility
on Buffalo Trail. The RAA continues to develop these eastern properties for commercial development.
Three additional parcels in the greater terminal area were identified for commercial development,
including two hotel sites and a gas station/convenience store. Lastly, 73 hectares on the western side of
the Airport property were strategically identified for long-term groundside commercial development.

Air Cargo Reserve
The prior Land Use Plan had identified an area north of Taxiway C for Air Cargo Reserve. Air Cargo traffic
has not increased as previously expected, thus requiring a significantly smaller land reserve. The RAA
recently constructed the MTF-G facility, south of the ATB, which is predominantly used for cargo functions,
and which is envisioned to expand to accommodate additional air cargo needs.

Airport Reserves
These lands are not yet assigned to any of the above land use designations. They are held in reserve for
contingency requirements, and provide an effective buffer zone for continuance of safe airport
operations.

SUMMARY
The LUP is the most critical aspect of the Master Plan. By designating zones for planned uses, RAA can
systematically preserve lands for aeronautical functions (ATB and airfield), while enabling other lands to
be available for support or revenue generation functions.
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Figure 12-1. 2037 Airport Land Use Plan
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Chapter 13 CONSULTATION PROGRAM
As a locally-run organization, RAA is committed to connecting with the community. Consultation is a
critical part of this community-centric relationship. It is a way to gather data and ideas, solicit feedback,
improve communications, enhance solutions, and augment sustainable decision making. The
communication and engagement strategy for the Master Plan consisted of two primary components:
Airport Stakeholder Consultation and Public Consultation.

Airport Stakeholder Consultation
Two advisory committees were created for the Master Plan: the Community Advisory Committee and the
Technical Advisory Committee. The members of these committees are shown in Table 13-1.
Table 13-1. Airport stakeholder consultation committees

Committee

Participants

Community Advisory City of Regina, RM of Sherwood, Economic Development Regina, Tourism
Regina, Global Transportation Hub, the Community Consultative Committee,
the Province of Saskatchewan, several local developers, and representatives of
private land owners who own land adjacent to the Airport
Technical Advisory

Airfield and Terminal: Air Canada, WestJet, Transport Canada, NAV Canada,
Regina Flying Club, Shell Aerocentre, CargoJet, SA Aviation, and Airport Terminal
Services.
Safety and Security: CATSA, CBSA, Corps of Commissionaires, Regina Police, and
Public Safety
Groundside: Regina Transit, Rental car representatives, Taxicab representatives,
and Other land tenants

The Master Planning team met with each member of the committee individually as part of the inventory
efforts. These committees were invited to two committee meetings/workshops at key junctions of the
master plan process:
1. Committee Meeting #1 (September 2017) – consisted of reviewing the existing conditions, the
forecast results, the environmental review, the facility requirements, and preliminary
alternatives.
2. Committee Meeting #2 (March 2018) – consisted of reviewing the results of the alternatives
analysis, the implementation plan, the noise forecast, and the proposed land-use plan to be
submitted to Transport Canada.
In addition to the sessions described above, phone or in-person bilateral discussions were held with the
stakeholders to ensure that future plans for service and impacts were included in the Master Plan. Private
meetings were held with representatives of local land owners and developers as-requested, to
understand the impacts of the noise forecast and relevant Airport projects. Also, the relevant portions of
the Master Plan were presented to the RAA’s Airline Consultative Committee in January 2018, after which
the airlines’ representatives provided both verbal and written comments.
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Public Consultation
A public awareness campaign was launched to increase market awareness and support for the Master
Plan. Public open-houses were held as-follows:
1. July 2017 – consisted of an introduction to the master planning process and solicitation of
feedback on existing issues and opportunities.
2. September 2017 – consisted of sharing the aviation demand forecast, environmental review,
facility requirements, and preliminary alternatives and to glean feedback on the preliminary
alternatives.
3. March 2018 – consisted of sharing the results of the full alternatives analysis, the implementation
plan, the noise forecast, and the proposed land-use plan to be submitted to Transport Canada.
The primary purpose of the open-houses was to receive feedback on the work and garner support for the
Airport future plans. Summaries of the three open houses are provided in Appendix A.
The RAA also started a website, specifically for the Master Plan, where the presentation materials from
the open houses were posted.
Open House #1
Date & Time: July 19th, 2017 – 5:00 to 7:30pm, Ticketing Lobby in the Air Terminal Building
This open house provided an
introduction to the Master
Plan. The information was
presented on large poster
boards and covered the
following: what a Master Plan
is (and what it is not); the
Master Planning Process; and
drawings of the existing site
and buildings. This process
gave the attendees a chance
to identify issues and
opportunities within the
existing airport.

Figure 13-1. Layout at Open House #1

Approximately 62 people
attended the open house to
ask questions, learn about the
planning process, and provide
feedback on issues and
opportunities.
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Open House #2
Date: September 14th, 2017 – 5:00 to 7:30pm, Ticketing Lobby in the Air Terminal Building
Large poster boards were used to communicate information to approximately 55 attendees regarding:
 What We Heard from Engagement #1;
 Aviation Demand Forecast;
 Airfield Requirements;
 Two Short-Term Options for the Terminal;
 Five Long-Term Alternatives for the Terminal;
 Four Ground Transportation Options;
 Utility requirements and an overview of existing infrastructure; and,
 High-level Environmental information.
A Questionnaire was used as the format in which attendees were asked to provide their input on the
holdroom expansion options, PBS screening locations, long-term expansion options, and ground
transportation alternatives. They were provided an opportunity to provide general comments related to
the Master Plan. The results of the Questionnaire (in addition to the input from Airport staff, Board
members, and the community) provided direction to narrow down the options to provide a phased
approach. The project team synthesized the information to create the development phases.
Open House #3
Date: March 13th, 2018 – 5:00 to 7:30pm, Ticketing Lobby in the Air Terminal Building
The final open house is often a conduit to present the findings and proposed options development of the
Airport over the next 5 – 20 years. Over 82 people attended the open house to review the Master Plan
information and the three phases of development options for the terminal and the Airport area. Feedback
gleaned from this open house was in verbal format and centered around the following four themes:
1) Airfield;
2) Air Terminal Building;
3) Collaboration; and,
4) Groundside.
Overall, the comments from attendees were positive and supportive of the three phases of development
for the Regina International Airport over the next twenty years.

Conclusion
There were no major concerns or issues that were expressed at the committee meetings or open
houses. The committee members and open house attendees were supportive of the planning process,
the phased approaches to ATB development, the overarching concepts of the Master Plan, and the
proposed Land Use Plan.
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Figure 13-2. Open House #3
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APPENDIX A – OPEN HOUSE SUMMARIES
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